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First Saturday in Istanbul without weekend curfew (7)
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ISTANBUL, TURKEY - JUNE 05: People tour Istiklal Avenue on the first Saturday without weekend curfew as Turkey eased some public gathering restrictions aimed at curbing the spread of coronavirus in Istanbul, Turkey on June 05, 2021. Full lockdown is imposed on Sundays until further notice. Isa Terli / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ISTANBUL, TURKEY - JUNE 05: People tour Istiklal Avenue on the first Saturday without weekend curfew as Turkey eased some public gathering restrictions aimed at curbing the spread of coronavirus in Istanbul, Turkey on June 05, 2021. Full lockdown is imposed on Sundays until further notice. Isa Terli / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ISTANBUL, TURKEY - JUNE 05: People tour Istiklal Avenue on the first Saturday without weekend curfew as Turkey eased some public gathering restrictions aimed at curbing the spread of coronavirus in Istanbul, Turkey on June 05, 2021. Full lockdown is imposed on Sundays until further notice. Isa Terli / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ISTANBUL, TURKEY - JUNE 05: People tour Istiklal Avenue on the first Saturday without weekend curfew as Turkey eased some public gathering restrictions aimed at curbing the spread of coronavirus in Istanbul, Turkey on June 05, 2021. Full lockdown is imposed on Sundays until further notice. Isa Terli / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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